
 

 

Grade 7 

 
 

English 
Week 6 



week 6 
 

READING 

 Read chapter 11 of The Chronicles of Narnia and 

answers questions based on the chapter in your 

literature and poetry book. 

 

 

LANGUAGE 

 Complete the adverbs worksheet in your language and 

comprehension books. 

 Complete classroom activity 5 pg.122-123 in your 

language and comprehension books. 

 Complete the animal idioms worksheet. 

 

WRITING 

 Write your own instructional text. You can choose to 

write on how to use a tool or an instrument, prepare food 

or repair faults. Make sure you plan before you start 

writing the instructional text. Follow the correct format as 

well. 

  



 

a)  We didn’t go because of the heavy rain.       

     John is a careful driver  

 

b) This cake tastes good  

     It sounds great. 

   
   AND 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    
 
- 1 - USE THE ADJECTIVE IN BRACKETS OR MAKE AN ADVERB (ADJ+LY) AS NECESSARY  
 
 

1. (careful) You must read the instructions _______________ before you use the machine. 

2. (noisy) Children are always very _______________ 

3. (angry) Something had happened to him. He had an _______________ look. 

4. (beautiful) Don’t you think she paints _______________ ? 

5. (free) She will understand anything you tell her. You can talk to her _______________ 

6. (clear) It’s important that you write all the details _______________ 

7. (hungry/economical) The population in many African countries are _______________ 

because they have a lot of _______________ problems. 

8. (good) He plays tennis very _______________ 

9. (quiet) The boys were so _______________ that I thought they were planning something. 

10. (sure) I was _______________ that I had left the camera on the table. 

11. (slow) I have to buy a new car. This one is very _______________ 

12. (warm) They gave us a very _______________ welcome. 

13. (comfortable) When I arrived he was sitting _______________ in an armchair. 

14. (hard) We worked _______________ all day. 

15. (fast) Don’t drive so _______________! It’s dangerous. 

16. (easy) It wasn’t _______________ to find their house in the middle of the night. 

17. Can I use your phone, please?   / (certain)     Yes, _______________ 

ADJECTIVES 
Tell us about a noun (something 

or somebody) 

a) Adjective before a noun. 

b) Adjective after copulative 

verbs: be, look, seem, 
feel, smell, taste, sound. 

ADVERBS 
Tell us about a verb (how 

somebody does something or how 

something happens) 

a) Adverb after a verb 

b) Adverb before an adjective 

c) Adverb before another adv 

 

a) It rained heavily      
     John drove carefully  

 

b) I’m terribly sorry       
     He was seriously injured  

 

c) Ann learns languages incredibly  

     quickly 

+ LY  

IRREGULAR ADVERBS  
 

Good                    well 

Fast     fast 

Hard     hard 

Late     late 

 



18. (happy) When I gave him the present, he looked at me _______________ 

 

 

 

 

- 2 - CHOOSE THE CORRECT CHOICE 

 1.- Our team lost the march because we played (bad/badly) 

      I feel (bad/badly) about losing the match. 

 

 2.- I didn’t any problem to find lodging. I found a flat (easy/easily) 

      This is too (easy/easily) . I need something more challenging. 

 

 3.- Your proposal sounds a bit (selfish/selfishly) 

      You behaved (selfish/selfishly)  

 

 4.- The house was (terrible/terribly) damaged by the hurricane. 

      That’s (terrible/terribly)! 

 

 5.- There was a (sudden/suddenly) change in the weather. 

       The weather has changed (sudden/suddenly) 

 

 6.- Everybody at the party was (colourful/colourfully) dressed. 

      Everybody was wearing (colourful/colourfully) clothes. 

 

 7.- I hurt myself (bad/badly) with that edge. 

       The firm wasn’t successful because it was (bad/badly) managed. 

 

 8.- Don’t stand on that stool. It doesn’t look (safe/safely)  

      Fortunately he sheltered  (safe/safely) at home during the storm. 

 

 9.- we waited (impatient/impatiently) until they arrived. 

       She sounded (impatient/impatiently) on the phone. 

 

10.- She speaks French (good/well) 

       She speak (good/well) French. 



 

 

       

 

 - 3 – CHOOSE TWO WORDS (ONE FROM EACH BOX TO COMPLETE THE SENTENCES 

 

 

 

          

 

 

 

 

1.- The party went wrong because it was _______________      __________________ 

 

2.- I thought it would be expensive but it was _________________     _________________ 

 

3- My grandmother is ______________     __________________ in hospital. 

 

4.- What a huge ship! It is ______________     ________________ 

 

5.- Fortunately, my car was only ______________    ______________   in the accident. 

 

 6.- My dog is always barking but today it is ______________     _______________ 

 

 7.- After the redecoration, my flat was _______________     _______________ It looked new! 

 

 8.- Don’t make their wait ___________________     _________________ . They’re so impatient! 

 

 

 

 

  

Absolutely     reasonably     badly 

Seriously        slightly      unusually 

unnecessarily    Completely    

 

Changed       enormous       ill 

Planned        cheap             damaged 

Quiet             long 



 

 

1. Circle five adjectives: 2. Circle six adverbs: 3. Circle four words which 

are both adjectives and 

adverbs 

a) Slowly 

b) Polite 

c) Bad 

d) Suddenly 

e) Good 

f) Friendly 

g) Hardly 

h) Easily 

i) Sudden 

j) Badly 

a) Carefully 

b) Bad 

c) Likely 

d) Good 

e) Badly 

f) Dangerously 

g) Hardly 

h) Easily 

i) Friendly 

j) Slowly 

a) Bad 

b) Good 

c) Hard 

d) Sudden 

e) Fast 

f) Quickly 

g) Well 

h) Late 

i) Friendly 

j) Hardly 

 

 

4. Complete the sentences below with a correct adverb of manner. 
 

1. I got up _____________ (late) because I had nothing to do. 

2. When you see the teacher, make sure you ask her ___________ (polite) if you can go home early. 

3. I think if I study ______________ (hard), I will pass the exam. 

4. Robert ____________ (easy) passed the exam. He had no problems. 

5. We were watching TV, when _______________ (sudden) we heard a terrible noise. 

6. I did the exam ______________ (bad). I'm sure I failed. 

7. You are driving too ___________ (fast). Please, slow down! 

8.     Rachel explained very ______________ (careful) what she was doing. 

9.     Mary was ________________ (complete) absorbed in her thoughts. 

10.   Elliott always argues ________________ (convincing). 

11.   Daniel ________________ (eventual) matured and quietened down.  

12.    Scott waited ______________ (patient) for his girlfriend to finish. 

 

5. Choose the correct word in italics to complete the sentences below. Use adverbs of 

manner. 

1. She was late so she had to dress quick / quicker / quickly.  

2. The hero hit the crocodile hard / hardly / hardily on its nose, and escaped. 

3. You play the piano beautiful / beautifully / beauty. 

4. George stood up and walked slow /slowly /slower   out of the room. 

5. I did bad / badly / worse in my exams. I’m sure I will have to repeat a year.  



6. They ran fast / fastily /fastly but they couldn’t catch the criminal. 

7. He drives danger / dangerously / dangerous. One day he will have an accident. 

8. She has painted her room really good / goodly / well. It looks brilliant! 

 

 

 

  



 

  

Always 

Usually 

Sometimes 

Occasionally 

Often 

Never 

Seldom 

Frequently 

Almost 

Always 

Rarely 

Regularly 

Almost 

Never 

Frequency Adverbs come BEFORE other verbs. 

I usually arrive at school before my classmates. 

 

Frequency Adverbs come AFTER a BE verb.  

 I am occasionally late for English classes. 

‘Sometimes’ has four different positions. 

I get good grades in English, sometimes. 

Sometimes I study for hours. 

English is sometimes difficult to understand. 

I sometimes practice my speaking skills. 

 

 
 

Rewrite the following sentences using 

adverbs of frequency. 

Example: I eat dinner at Mom’s.    

I rarely eat dinner at Mom’s house. 

1. Paul watches horror movies.    

2. Paula and Paulo walk to school.   

3. I make homemade spaghetti for my 

kids.  

4. We volunteer at the hospital on 

weekends. 

5. I drive to the local supermarket. 

6. Mr. Browns sends his wife flowers. 

7. Our parents travel to Orlando by 

plane. 

8. Mike is sick with a toothache. 

9. This driver fills up his gas with 

unleaded fuel. 

10. Sara reads romance novels. 

11. Dad is late for work. 

12. Their car needs servicing. 

13. Our internet service is off. 

14. Boys are smarter than girls. 

Use frequency adverbs to 

answer these questions: 

1. How often do you baby 

sit?  

2. How often do you play 

the piano? 

3. How often do you go to 

the movies 

4. How often do you eat 

fast food? 

5. How often do you go to 

the beach? 

6. How often do you break 

the speed limit? 

7. How often are you sleepy 

at work? 

8. How often are you early 

for church? 

9.  How often do you call in 

sick? 

10. How often do you 

listen to hip hop music? 



 

 

Complete the sentences below. Use the chart to decide which frequency adverb to 

use. 

1. Mother _________ bakes cookies for the elderly. (100%) 

2. She put chocolate chips in them ____________. (50%) 

3. I have to __________ buy flour from the supermarket. (70%) 

4. She __________ forgets to add sugar to her mixture. (20%) 

5. Dad ____________ delivers the cookies if mom is busy. (40%) 

6. I ________ eat any of the cookies because I am on a diet. (30%) 

7. Tom and Mike ____________ take a few cookies to the office. (80%) 

8. Mother _________ minds that! (0%) 

9. Mom’s cookies are _________________ perfect! (90%) 

 

Look at the pictures and write sentences that use frequency adverbs. 

1. _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. _______________________________________________________________________________________

_ 


